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Commercial Refrigerator Door Granted US Patent
SARASOTA, FL – COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATOR DOOR COMPANY (COMMERCIAL) has announced
the granting of US Patent #7,259,359 from the United States Patent Office. The new patent covers an “Automated
Glass Entrance Door Assembly for Walk-In Coolers,” more commonly referred to in the industry as “beer cave
doors.” COMMERCIAL calls this patented product the STYLELINE® ABC door and it is available in single and
double door configurations.
The patent specifically covers the anti-condensate heater system and the proprietary glass construction
technology that allows the entire STYLELINE ABC system to perform properly, even in very cold conditions as is
popular in many beer cave applications. The hands-free operation of the door also encourages shoppers to enter
the beer cave while also making the exit easy and convenient, even with an armload of the shoppers’ favorite
brand.
“In store after store, beer caves have a proven record of generating increases of in-store beer sales, often
substantially so. Beer caves continue to grow in popularity as retailers look for new ways to entice shoppers into the
store,” said Pat Dold, Vice President Sales and Marketing. He continued, “Once the decision to incorporate a beer
cave into a store has been made, there is only one automated entry door patented for this application, our
STYLELINE ABC.”
The STYLELINE ABC door system pricing includes installation by AAADM certified installation teams. The
STYLELINE ABC door is the obvious choice for convenience stores, supermarkets, liquor stores and other retailers
for virtually any beer cave, wine room or other specialty and/or high volume beverage cooler.

COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATOR DOOR COMPANY is a Florida based manufacturer of a comprehensive
line of door and frame systems for walk-in and reach-in coolers and freezers. Founded in 1975, the company is
well known for the STYLELINE S//E system which is Zero-Energy door and frame system, the STYLELINE 20//20
system which is a Guaranteed Condensation Protection system and many other unique, proprietary and
technologically advanced solutions and accessories.
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